Through semi-independent absolute calibrations of multiply redundant neutron detector systems, the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) has achieved &7% (one-sigma) accuracy in its fusion power measurements.' This has required careful attention to the linearity of detectors up to the present highest fusion power levels achieved on TFTR of over 10 M W .
INTRODUCTION
Through semi-independent absolute calibrations of multiply redundant neutron detector systems, the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) has achieved &7% (one-sigma) accuracy in its fusion power measurements.' This has required careful attention to the linearity of detectors up to the present highest fusion power levels achieved on TFTR of over 10 M W .
The extended duration of the DT program on TFTR has also tested the stability of the detector systems. These issues of calibration, linearity, and stability will be reviewed for the TFTR experience and how it can be applied to plans for ITER.
ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION
All the absolutely calibrated neutron detectors on TFTR are referenced to the 28Al(n,a)24Na cross-section, either directly (via re-entrant activation foil measurements2) or through calibration of the fluence of a DT neutron generator3 by activation foils. The complementary strengths and weaknesses of activation foils, collimated scintillators and proportional counters, and fission chambers provide confidence in the final weighted uncertainty of the DT neutron source strength4, as well as significant redundancy in the measurements. The issue of absolute accurate calibration of fusion power measurements for ITER is a deserving subject in itself. In general, both the JETS and now TFTR experience confirm that activation methods coupled with neutronics calculations in a low-scattering experimental environment can lead to the highest accuracy calibrations. The fission chamber detectors6 have also tracked their sensitivity using a standard radioactive source. The current and Campbell electronic modes appear to behave independently of (and are more stable than) the count-rate mode. Thus, "renormalizations" of the count rate mode by use of low-level radioactive sources does not appear to address the issue of confirming detector stability of fission detector ionization chambers. A cross-comparison from DD discharges of low-sensitivity 235U detectors in count mode with high-sensitivity 2 % detectors in current and Campbell mode showed the detectors have been stable for periods over a year. This comparison does not depend on the DT/DD neutron ratio in each shot since both the low-and high-sensitivity detectors are equally responsive to DT or DD neutrons (with a R'235 value7 of 1.30). The final arbiter of stability of the these time-dependent systems is secular comparison of yields to the neutron activation system. 
LINEARITY
There has been a continual re-evaluation of the linearity of various detector systems and collection of information on the saturation, pile-up, or dead-time characteristics of detectors operated at high signal levels. Cross-comparisons of detectors have continued as TFTR has increased its peak fusion power.
The neutron activation system has large dynamic range10 primarily from reducing the mass of the elemental foils while maintaining low deadtimes on the HPGe detectors.
Comparing total yield from other detector systems to activation measurements can identify non-linearities in diagnostic response. Figure 3 shows the ratio of the standard high-power fission chamber yield to activation yield, plotted vs. the neutron-source-strength weighted time average source strength, that is the integral (in time) of the square of the source strength divided by the integral of the source strength. Thus discharges of short duration by high average fusion power (with more contribution from possible non-linearities) are plotted further to the right on the ordinate. At low power the ratio of fission-chamber to activation yield is -0.97 which is the ratio of consensus calibration4 to activation calibration alone. At the highest average source strengths and highest fusion power, the fission chamber detector response has dropped relative to the assumed linear response of the activation system. The amount is consistent with a 1 % 3 % decrease per 1018 dsec source strength.
The impact of such a non-linearity is shown in Figure 4 (a). Neutron source strength (and hence fusion power) versus time is shown for the highest fusion power shot to date (80539) Signals from the fission chamber, silicon diode, and neutron collimator systems are shown. Also shown is the corrected fission chamber signal assuming a 3% per lo1* d s e c source strength non-linearity as from Fig. 3. Figure 4 (b) shows a similar comparison but at the lowest (single tritium beam) DT fusion power (shot 79102). The same detectors are shown (but filtered to remove the noise at this low end of their dynamic range), along with a high-sensitivity 235U detector in current mode. In general the scatter between the different calibrated systems confirms the 7% absolute calibration. 
IMPACT ON ITER
A neutron activation system would be important for IIER for its accurate absolute calibration, demonstrated detector stability and linearity over a wide dynamic range for comparison to other detector systems. Redundancy in detector systems with time and spatial resolution is important in maintaining accuracy by cross-comparisons.
